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CHAPTER IV 

MEDIEVAL ASSAM: ECONOMY 

Economy constitutes an inseparable part of a society. In the Marxian view, 

'The real foundation of society and the real springs of social development lie in 

the economic relations between men'. 1 Relations of production constitute 

economic structures, which in turn involve two crucial phenomena : division of 
.... 

men into classes and exploitation of one class by another. In the 18th century 

Assam, the stratification, and exploitation and the supporting institutions which 

emerged therein, were vital in the course of her historical development. A study 

of the above, tracing the changes and continuities in its growth and levels of 

development as it reached during the 18th century, are essential to understanding 

the history of the medieval period. 

Rice Economy 

Legend recorded in the Ahom chronicles says that the forefathers of the 

Ahoms were sent down to earth because "large fields are lying fallow. These 

may be well cultivated. The people of up and down countries are in constant 

warfare with each other and whoever may get victory rules the countries for 

sometime". 2 They, thus had a mission to fulfil by introducing better cultivation. 

The Ahoms were an advanced plough using wet rice cultivating tribe with a higher 

agricultural technology. 3 In contrast the tribal population of Upper Assam 

practised wasteful shifting cultivation of the dry ( ahu) variety of paddy sown by 

the broadcast method. Pre-Ahom upper Assam was an undulating alluvial plain, 

full of jungles and marshes. The Ahoms introduced a developed technique of 
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growing rice (sali) by transplantation on permanent fields along with a system 

of controlling the water in the rice fields. 4 Land reclamation and surface levelling 

to a dead level so that the water led from the bunded hill streams or rain water 

could remain standing on it when required, became important tasks of the Ahoms. 

The use of iron implements for reclamation and surface-levelling made things 

relatively more efficient. The iron tipped plough and the buffaloes as the major 

source of animal power as in South-East Asia, was another factor that contributed 

to their efficiency in bringing wastelands under the plough. 5 The militia 

maintained the infrastructure for the wet-rice economy. 6 

In the subsequent centuries, the Ahoms played a significant role in widening 

the base of the wet-rice culture of the sali variety in the extensive undulating 

plains of eastern Assam. Yet, it should not be supposed that it did not exist in 

Assam before the Ahoms. The valley of the Brahmaputra supporting the Kamrupa 

empire, was already a rice bowl, which could have been possible only from a 

substantial economic surplus from its rice fields. In contrast to upper Assam 

under the Ahoms, lower Assam never had extensive community investments, as 

could have converted much of the ahu and bao 7 lands into sali fields. In lower 

Assam, wet rice culture was limited by the extent of the flat terrain. 

Sanskritization did not encourage either lift irrigation or water control by large 

scale dyke-building. Ahu and bao rice crops and shifting cultivation survived, in 

Kamrup. 8 Obviously the assimilated tribal elements within the Hindu society 

there, were still obstinately, clinging to some of their traditional habits. 

The Militia : Paik and Khel System 

The introduction of the iron-tipped plough and the buffalo power by the 
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Ahoms, completed the economic conquest of the Brahmaputra Valley. By the 

18th century, the Ahoms evolved and developed a highly unique agrarian system. 

The militia or the man-power pool constituting the army in times of war 

was employed in times of peace in cultivation by clearing f0rests, building of 

embankments and dykes. The extensive embankments in upper Assam, built 

laboriously, in the course of centuries, to guard the rivers, served both as bunds, 

as well as a road system. "These river embankments were crossed by high raised 

path-ways, which were again joined by smaller bunds graduating down, and 

connecting the mauzas, villages and fields, at once formed the most commodious 

means of communications and afforded opportunities for retaining and keeping 

out the inundation". 9 Captain Jenkins, in 1833, also similarly remarked, "the 

embankments are not confined to the main lines but branch off in all directions 

whenever roads or bunds seemed to have been convenient or necessary, and 

certainly in respect to good solid embankments and commodious roadways no 

part of India I have visited appears to have been as well provided as Assam. "10 

Earlier in 1662 Shihabuddin Talish wrote, "In this country they make the surface 

of the field and garden so level, that the eye cannot find the least elevation in it 

upto the extreme horizons" .11 This referred to the Ahom dominated upper Assam, 

whete sa/i accounted for an overwhelmingly major part of the rice production. 

The lack of a similar policy as in lower Assam, inhibited the spread of wet-rice 

cultivation to a point. 

Paik 

The Ahom militia organisation, thus formed an integral part of the socio

economic structure of medieval Assam. In conformity with the Tai tradition, 12 
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the entire population of able-bodied males in the age group 15 - 60 with the 

exception of the king, were deemed to constitute the militia and were known as 

paiks. 13 The Tungkhungia Buranji makes it clear that all men were paiks with 

no exception. 14 They were organised by gots (units) offrrst three and later four 

paiks. Each paik was deemed to constitute a vast army of public servants, either 

military or civiP5 and was responsible for one man - year service to the state. 

One member of each got was obliged to report for duty, in rotation, at appointed 

places, 'for such work as might be required of him, and during his absence from 

home, the other members were expected to cultivate his land and keep him 

supplied with food. '16 The first man supplied as permanent militia was called 

mul. In times of an emergency like war or public works, two (dew a/) or even 

three (tewal) men from a got were requisitioned, even to the detriment of their 

household agriculture, which was taken up by the remaining member, three, two, 

or one as the case might be. Each paik served his respective calling of three 

months a year, by rotation; the non-service paikremained as the standing militia 

for an emergency. 

The evolution of the paik system remained in obscurity. On the evidence 

of Buranjis, Siu-Ka-Pha had brought with him 9000 paiks and and the bulk of 

them were placed under the Bargohain and Buragohain, arranging them 

according to their services and organising them into khels. After the initial phase 

of the Ahom state, a definite system in the new situation evolved under Siu

klen-mong (1539- 52)P With the growth of the kingdom, the system was further 

recast by Momai Tamuli Barbarua, a high official under Pratap Singha. 

Each paik, was assigned a certain plot of wet-rice land, free of all taxes, 

and subject to redistribution from time to time. The size of this allotment since 
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the 17th century, stood at 2.66 acres (two puras). 18 In addition, each paik had 

access to common lands such as forest, grazing ground and fisheries. Besides, 

the peasant possessed two other categories of land: (i) homestead and garden 

lands known as bari, suited to growing bamboo, areca-nuts, betel-vines, 

sugarcane, vegetables, fruit-bearing plants, silk, other crops; (ii) inferior lands 

known as bao-tali or faringati, suited for cultivation of ahu variety of paddy, 

mustard seeds and pulses. These categories of land, which the paiks enjoyed 

were rent-free, but by the later part of the eighteenth century, these had become 

taxable. 19 Homestead lands or bari, were treated as private property and 

hereditary. 20 The inferior lands going periodically to waste, were hardly claimed 

as permanent private property, under the given conditions of land abundance. A 

household could get as much land as possible as it could manage, on the payment 

of one or two rupees a pur a, subject to the condition, that it was not required on 

a new census taking place, to provide the parks with their proper allotment. 21 

Other categories of private property were the estates granted to the nobles and 

later to the temples and Brahmans, cultivated by slaves, or by paiks attached to 

and granted with the states. 22 

The manpower available for rendering service was broadly divided into 

two categories : (ii) the kanri paiks or those liable to render manual service as 

ordinary soldiers and labourers and (ii) chamua paiks, i.e. those of good birth 

or skill, and liable to render non-manual service in accordance with their 

respective skills, aptitudes and status, or contribute a share of their produce in 

lieu thereof. A chamua with a record of good work was also liable for promotion 

as a visaya, even to high offices of the state. The chamuas were remunerated 

not by monthly salaries but by several paiks for their services at state expenses. 
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Khels 

The paiks were grouped together according to the nature of their duties 

and each subdivision was known as a khel. The term khel, a derivation of the 

Arabic-Persian term kheil, meaning cavalry division or tribal clan, had taken its 

root in Assam. 23 In medieval Assam the name was applied to an official guild 

organised on occupational or territorial lines on the basis of the services it 

rendered to the state. 24 

The khel system can be traced back to the thirteenth century, with the coming 

of Siu-ka-pha. This was the stage, when the Ahoms felt the need of multiplicity 

of functions or occupations of the working populations. 25 The reign of Pratap 

Sinha ( 1603 - 41) witnessed the expansion of dominions and this led to the 

evolution of territorial khels. Their inherent professional character continued 

but with the emphasis on the new territories with different ethnic groups pursuing 

different professions. Momai Tamuli Barbarua, Pratap Sinha's minister, 

reorganised the khels in a more effective way. He dismantled the older territorial 

landholders like the Barabhuyans by transferring them from the north bank to 

the south bank. Areas like Bassa, Dayang and Marangi were brought within the 

paik system. The tatis (weavers) were brought from North Kamrup and other 

areas and settled at Sualkushi; similarly the telis were brought and settled at 

Ramdiya. 26 Momai Tamuli also reorganised the khels in different units of 

production and distribution. 27 

In the 17th century, during the reign of Jayadhwaj Singha (1648- 63), the 

khels retained their professional character when the number of gold-washers 

increased from 12 to 20 thousand paiks. 28 However, under the growing Hindu 
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influence, the paiks, originally grouped for specific duties into khels were 

separated therefrom and attached to estates and temples of Brahmans, and the 

satras for their maintenance. During the reign of Chakradhvaj Singha a major 

change came in the khel system. The older individualistic system of one 

occupation was found to be wanting as some khels could not satisfy their needs 

for articles produced by other khels. Lachit Bar Phukan reoriented the system 

by making a khel self-sufficient by grafting men of diverse occupations within 

it.29 

In the later part of the 17th century, with the recovery ofKamrup, and the 

expansion of Ahom rule to lower Assam, the increasing population and the 

administrative needs of the areas necessitated newer khels besides their elder 

occupational or professional basis. Thus came into being the Dimarua khel with 

the people ofDimarua, and the Nagaya khel with the khels ofNagaon. 30 

The khels were managed by a regular gradation of officers: (i) twenty paiks 

were under a Bora; (ii) one hundred under a Saikia; (iii) one thousand under a 

Hazarika; (iv) three thousand under a Rajkhowa, who sometimes held charge 

of a specified area where he exercised the power of a Barua or a Phukan; (v) 

and six thousand under a Phukan, who presided over a department and was 

assisted by a Barua. The Barbarua and the Barphukan also had paiks under 

them whose number ranged from 3, 000 to 12,000.31 The tenure of these officers 

reflected the importance of different categories of officers, as pointed out by 

Captain Welsh in 1794. The Boras and Saikias were appointed by the Phukans 

and Rajkhowas, while the latter and the Hazarika, were named by the king on 

the advice and concurrence of the Gohains. The paiks also had their share of 

control, though limited and were entitled to nominate and claim the dismissal 
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of their Boras and Saikias, and even of their Hazarikas. This seemed to be a 

most valuable privilege, saving them from much of the oppression that would 

have otherwise fallen to their lot. 32 Every officer had judicial powers over his 

subordinates, with the right of appeal to his superior and finally to the 

Nyayasodha Phukan. One important officer was the Kakoti, who was employed 

in keeping accounts and maintaining registers of assessments and paiks and as 

scribes and reporters. Kakatis were attached to every khel for carrying out the 

secretarial work connected with its management. 33 

The officers of the khels were assigned a certain percentage of the paiks 

under their management as their remuneration and pay, as there was no cash 

salary attached to any office. The control of the officers over their khels was 

personal and not local. The heads of the khels with their respective quota of 

officers and men were mobilised in times of war. This practice had a double 

advantage, enabling the villagers to pursue their vocations in times of peace and 

the government to command the services of a large army in emergencies. It also 

did away with the expense of maintaining a large standing army at the capital and 

the strategic centres. 34 

A deviation from the established system was affected in Kamrup where a 

system of collecting revenue according to local divisions, called parganas had 

been in existence as introduced by the Mughals. 35 Kamrup under the Mughals 

was divided into four sarkars, each under the control of a Faujdar; the sarkar 

was divided into a nwnber of parganas/mahals which were placed under Am ins 

and Qanungoes. Each pargana was farmed out to a Chaudhuri for one to five 

years, on a certain rent, paid half in money and half in kind. 36 The office of the 

Chaudhuri was not hereditary. All lands not given to the paiks and granted to 
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the religious institutions, were let out by the Chaudhuri. His profit came from 

the difference between the rent which he collected and the revenue which he 

paid to the collector; and also received presents from the tenants who lived in 

the pargana. He also acted as an officer of police, but it was alleged that 

judgement was regulated by bribes and payments. They however had no legal 

authority to inflict punishment or employ armed men. The pargana was further 

subdivided into taluqs. Over four or five manors, the Chaudhuri appointed a 

Talukdar, paid in land; and in each manor was appointed a Thakuria (chief) to 
.,-

collect rent assisted by a Tarui (messenger). 37 According to Hamilton, the 

Chaudhuris, who were supposed to be on the same footing as the Zamindars of 

Bengal before the new regulations, paid the government not more than two

fifths of what they collected. The revenue of the assessed lands in Kamrup, 

which reached the royal treasury amounted toRs. 32,000 a year. 38 

Due to the prevalence of the above syste~ the khel system in the proper 

sense of the term could not be fully introduced in Kamrup. 

The Rajas ofKamrup, such as those ofBaraduar, Bhol~ Luki, Bongram, 

Pantan, Bhagaduar, Beltola, Dumuriya, Rani, 39 Boko and others remained on the 

same footing as during the Mughal government. Originally petty chiefs, they 

possessed territory, which was assessed to furnish at times a certain number of 

paiks. The Rajas either sent men to work on the kings account, or remitted 

commutation money. The Raja possessed every sort of jurisdiction and was 

powerful in his own estate. In the event of war, they were expected to take the 

field at the head of their paiks. 

On the north bank of the Brahmaputra was the Raja of Darrang, who was 
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established as vassal (thapita-sanchita) vis-a-vis the Ahom monarch, their 

patron. The Raja supplied the Ahom king with 6000 pailcs and no commutation 

was accepted. 

The khel-wise organisation of the people co-existed with the parallel village 

organisation. Around 1830 Darrang had 147 villages organised into 45 khels. 40 

Villages in Assam were generally hamlet type linear settlements along the river 

banks. The villages in upper Assam were administrative villages, integrated by 

men from various occupations and castes. While in lower Assam (Kamrup ), they 

were natural villages, and independent of any administrative requirement. 

In the 17th century, the introduction of small toll (kat a/) payable in cowries 

or in kind, on fisheries, muga silk farms, markets and fairs, ferries and frontier 

custom barriers indicative of the fact that the state by then needed resources 

other than labour rent, also changed the earlier settlements. The change which 

broke the clans and redistributed them broadened the social and territorial base 

of the Ahom state. 

The above discussion brings to us the fact that the paik and the khel system 

were opposite sides of the same coin. The system was proved to be the basis for 

social solidarity of the people under the Ahoms. In the heydays of the Ahom 

rule, the system worked efficiently, and served to secure increased output. But 

itlacked elasticity. In the changing circumstances, unable to adjust, the khels 

became ineffective and consequently revenue declined with decline in 

production. Internal corrosion set in with increasing oppression of the collecting 

agency on the paiks. The officers in charge of the khels also diverted the loyalty 

of his men to promote his own selfish designs. 41 
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The inherent strength of the system lay in manpower. The Ahom-Mughal 

wars in the 17th century and the Moamaria uprisings in the 18th century had 

strained the system. There was a loss of manpower, decline in population and 

fall in state revenue. Rajeshwar Singha reduced the got to three men. All below 

15 and above 50 were exempted from the state services by a money payment at 

a rate varying from Rs. 6 to Rs. 18 for a got. 42 

Exemption on grounds of caste or rank or by purchase became common. 

Majority of the paiks became labourers and the government got a new source 

of revenue in the commutation money. 43 In course of time, the officers to whom 

the paiks were assigned, found it convenient to commute personal service for 

cash payment, and allowed the paiks freedom to migrate. Thus, the paiks were 

mixed up and also scattered throughout, and the families paid taxes to different 

agencies. The state also could not be sufficiently coercive in exacting labour. 

The paiks came to regard the poll tax and the compulsory personal service as 

'plague' and cleverly sought exemption by passing themselves as slaves or 

concealing among the slave families. 44 With the commutation of personal labour 

with government sanction, many paiks left the khel to be known as Bhaganiya 

paiks. The mobility of the paiks and the break up of the khel system shook the 

foundation and affected social solidarity. At the time of the British occupation 

of Assam only few remained. 45 

Slaves 

The medieval society of North-East India, as discusseQ. earlier, had basically 

three broad classes of people : ( 1) The privileged aristocracy not obliged to 

render any kind of manual service to the state; (2) the peasantry, fishermen and 
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artisans who were required to render such service or pay a tax in lieu of it in 

kind or cash; and (3) the servile class constituted of slaves (bandi-betilgolaml 

das), serfs (bahatiya) and bondsmen (bandhalbandua) of several types, all of 

whom owed no service to the state and served only their respective masters. 46 

The privileged aristocracy was constituted of the Rajas, vassal chieftains 

and the chief nobles and ministers. They were granted large estates (khats and 

bilat) which were hereditary. These were cultivated by the paiks attached to 

them (bilatiya paiks), slaves and bondsmen. The aristocracy monopolising all 

the officers of the state, also received crownlands while in office for their pre

requisites, along with a number of paik servitors from the state militia, or man

power pool denominated as likchous. 47 

These likchous are employed by the master in all manner possible from 

cultivation to house building to making boats, furniture and clothing, so that his 

outlay of money is trifling. 48 The likchous were neither possessed nor fed by 

the assigner, only temporarily assigned and were therefore liable to unbridled 

exploitation subject only to customary checks. They could avoid their unpleasant 

duties only by compensation in kind or money payments49 to their assignees. 

Besides the temporal aristocracy were the spiritual aristocracy who were 

also receivers of revenue free land grants, in favour of the temple gods (Devottar 

grants), religious institutions like the satras (Dharmottar and Pirpal grants), 

and Brahmans (Brahmottar grants) from the rulers. These land holdings were 

also cultivated by likchous, serfs and bondsmen. 50 There were also dependent 

peasant paiks, permanently transferred from the state militia and withdrawn from 

their khels, with their rights and obligations to the jurisdiction of the grantees. 
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They were known as bhakats when attached to the satras, and dewalia when 

attached to the temple. They were without any obligation to the king and the 

state. In return for their services, the temple paiks were allowed one and half 

to two puras of homestead land. 51 Because of their comparatively superior 

position among the servile class, and lack of obligation to the state, the satras 

became the refuge for those who wanted to escape the forced labour. This form 

of evasion of their pai k obligations by becoming bhakats and joining monastries, 

became very common in the second half of the 18th century. 
-c 

The bandi-beti or the household slaves was constituted of prisoners of 

war, or purchased by the nobles from the hill-tribes, or persons born of slaves. 52 

John M'cosh, who visited Assam in 1837 states, that slaves were bought and 

sold openly and the price ranged from about twenty rupees for an adult male of 

good caste, to three rupees for a low caste girl. 53 Although epigraphical 

references belonging to the last part of the eighteenth century and early 

nineteenth century, bear references to the sale and purchase of men and women, 

the open sale and purchase of slaves are not supported by chronicles. 

In Gadadhar Singha's reign ( 1681 - 96), a document refers to the sale of a 

woman by her own husband to a priest ofKamakhya for eight rupees; 54 in 1799 

there are evidence of the purchase of one man at six rupees by the Mahanta of 

the Salaguri satra from twenty village people;55 and in 1805 AD, there are 

records of the purchase of an entire household of seven adults by Sayani, the 

wife of Barphukan Pratap Ballabh for rendering service to the temple of 

Hayagriva-Madhav at Hajo. 56 

In Kamrup alone, at the beginning of the British occupation, of the estimated 
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population of 271, 944 (vide census of 1840),57 the estimate of slaves and 

bondsmen stood at 24,357, about 9 percent. Thus, at the close of the Ahom 

period, assuming that the difference was not much in the other districts, 58 the 

total population of slaves and bondsmen were nine percent. The proportion, 

however increased during the period of the civil wars, and period of political 

turmoil of 1769- 1825. Thus the total estimated, inclusive of unfree bhakats, 

bahatiyas, and temple paik, may have been around ten percent. In the absence 

of a trade or the classical form of de-humanised slavery, there was no strict 

distinction between serfdom and slavery. Serfs and bondsmen often lapsed into 

conditions of slavery, in course of time, and slaves too when attached to land 

were treated as serfs, with socially recognised rights acquired meanwhile. 59 

Land System and revenue administration 

From the 13th to the 17th centuries, the Ahom state was confined to the 

south-eastern parts of the Brahmaputra valley, by right of conquest. During these 

centuries, the civil and revenue administration was managed by the two Gohains, 

the Borgohain and the Buragohain, and from the 16th century onwards, a third 

the Barpatra Gohain was appointed (1497- 1539). Under Pratap Singha the 

kingdom was divided into Uttarkul and Dakhinkul for revenue purposes. With 

the creation of the posts of the Barbarua as the principal executive, revenue 

and judicial officer of the State and of the Barphukan as the Viceroy of Lower 

Assam, of Guwahati, a definite shape was given to the reorganisation of the 

revenue system. 60 In the beginning of the eighteenth century, under Rudra Singha 

( 1696 - 1714 ), the two central revenue departments developed at Rangpur and 

Guwahati. Thus, by the eighteenth century, for the purpose of administration, 

the revenue and administrative structure was divided into three parts;. (i) The 
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central and metropolitan area, first with Gargaon, and from the 17th century, 

Rangpur, under the Barbaruas, assisted by Chakial Gohains at Jagi and Raha 

and other points; (ii) The frontier governors at Sadiya, Marangi and Sala, and 

Kajalimukh and (iii) Kamrup, including the adjoining are~ (deshes) ofDarrang, 

Beltala, Rani, Luki, Gobha, Neli, Panbari and others, under the Barphukan at 

Guwahati. 61 

The political domination of the land coupled with economic security, made 

the Ahoms total masters over the land. The control and distribution ofland lay 

with the king, who theoretically was the owner of all categories ofland, cultivated 

and waste along with all its natural resources. 62 At this stage the Ahoms 

systematised and modified the practice of employing subject population in the 

service of the state. As mentioned earlier, the paik and khel system came to 

prevail all over the region east ofKaliabor, in upper Assam. The paik, was allotted 

(in return) for his services to the state, two puras (2.33 acres) of the best arable 

land free of charge (called ga-mati) subject to redistribution from time to 

time. 63 Earlier the garden or homestead land called bari-mati, was held free of 

charge and was hereditary. 64 Over waste lands also the right of the state was not 

exercised, and could be reclaimed by any paiks, subject to the condition that it 

was not required on a new census taking place, to provide the paiks with their 

proper allotments. 65 But when the clearing and cultivation of wasteland increased, 

a poll tax of rupee one "as an equivalent for the exemption of these lands from 

assessment was imposed". Inscriptions of the eighteenth century refer to the 

alienation of lands not to individuals paiks but also collective groups of four 

got or squad. 66 

Thus, the land revenue consisting of the personal labour service of the 
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peasant paiks formed the basic pattern of the land system and distribution of 

land in Upper Assam. 

In Kamrup (or Lower Assam) for more than half a century, the land system 

followed that of Mughal Bengal, and it survived till the introduction of the 

British rule. With the conquest ofKamrup from the Mughals in 1682, the Mughal 

system of administration was retained but with some changes in the revenue 

administration. Kamrup was placed under the Barphukan as the chief executive, 
.,. 

revenue and judicial officer with Guwahati as his headquarters. Kamrup continued 

to be designated as a sarkar as under the Mughals, and was composed of 

parganas, comprising of taluqs, sub-divided into lots over villages ( 3 - 6 

villages). The officials consisted of the Chaudhuri, and Patwari in the parganas, 

Taluqdar in taluqs, Thakuria in lats, Kakati, Sara (peons) or Goanbarika in 

the villages. Their money contributions were fixed. Four families or Gomastahs 

were also maintained for maintaining the appointment of Baruas, Chaudhuris, 

Barkayasthas, Patwaris, Talukdars, Thakurias etc. in Kamrup. 67 One of the 

most important officers to help the Barphukans was the Barua in charge of the 

Dhekeri Pargana of North Kamrup, also known as the Chandkusi Barua. At 

par with the collector of the British days, he dispensed civil, criminal and revenue 

duties, with full responsibility in matters ofland revenue in Kamrup. He in turn 

was assisted by his accountant the Barkayastha or the Kayastha Barua. The 

total number ofparganas, originally 17, increased to 41 at the time of British 

occupation. 68 

Payment of land revenue was also defined. The annual revenue for one 

pu ra of arable land was fixed at 1 Y2 to 2 to 3 annas in different parganas. The 

commutation in lieu of labour service to the state of each paik was fixed at Rs. 
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5 or a shawl (pachara) instead. Homestead or orchard land was revenue free 

and the forest land was not assessed. Revenue payment was made in cash in 

Kamrup; in Darrang, the people had to pay the Rajas dues, and in upper Assam 

personal service under the Phukans and Baruas had to be rendered. The rajas 

at the Duars, had to pay the state revenue and also maintain the paik militia. 69 

The gentry was exempted from the payment of any revenue. 

In the inundated parts of the country, the land was cultivated chiefly by 

immigrating ryots, or the pam cultivators who paid plough tax of Rs. 2 - 8. The 

hill tribes who grew cotton paid a hoe-tax of Re. 1. In Darrang, there was a 

hearth tax ofRe. 1levied on the basis of separate cooking places. Artisans who 

did not cultivate land paid a poll tax ofRs. 5 for gold washers and brass-workers, 

and Rs. 3 in case of oil pressers and fisherman, silk weavers Rs. 2 and hill tribes 

Re. 1 for shifting cultivation of rice and cotton.70 The Bhutia chief who were 

assigned areas in the Duars by the Ahom government had to pay tribute.71 There 

were other taxes imposed by the Ahom government like kar (land revenue), 

katal (tax paid by a paik in lieu of personal service), pad (tax on employment 

as an officer), hat (tax paid on the market), ghat (on ferry crossing), phat 

(customs on marketing places) etc. from which gifts of land and paiks were 

exempted. 72 

The classification ofland was an important aspect of revenue administration. 

The epigraphs make mention of different classes of land such as ropit, rupit or 

row ali (rice land), pharingati (dry high land), kathiyatali (land for raising sali 

seedlings), baotali (land for deep water paddy), bari (land elevated with low 

land on sides), bari or bhiti (homestead land), habi (forest land), dalani (marshy 

land), bakari (open waste land). In Kamrup, in addition mention is made of Ia/ 
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(reddish land), and nil (bluish land). 73 

Survey of land and census of population were conducted from time to time. 

Pratap Singha ( 1603 - 41) imported kakatis from Bengal for revenue assessment. 

Chakradhwaj Singha (1663- 69) appointed the Chaliha Kakatis, followed by 

Rudra Singha, who set up two central revenue departments. The Kakatiya Barua 

kept records of the survey and census. 74 

Even much earlier, the Ahoms had their own method of survey and 

settlement. Siu-Ka-Pha, the first ruler made an inchoate classification of the 

people on the basis of works performed, followed by Siu-hum-mong, who 

conducted census of population in order to determine their distribution into 

clans and khels. Under Pratap Singha, the system was slightly modified, when 

each plot was measured with bamboo pole of 7 cubits and 4 fingers or 12' feet 

long. 75 Gadadhar Singha ordered a detailed survey of upper Assam, based on the 

Mughal methods. 76 Surveys and assessment continued under his successors 

particularly during Siva Singha's time. A register or pera kakat containing a list 

oflands was prepared.77 Pramatta Singha (1744- 51) appointed an Ahom official, 

Khayam Bharali, for survey and census work. 78 

The method of survey was similar to that which existed at the advent of the 

British. The measuring rod, 12 feet long was used to measure four sides of the 

field. 79 The unit of area was pura, approximately (2.66) acres of land. 80 And 

with the help of a khel of person measuring land, registers or pera-kakats were 

maintained. An important aspect of the land-revenue administration in Assam 

was the practice of alienation ofland or land grants. When the Ahom kings turned 

themselves enthusiastic patrons of Hinduism by the middle of the seventeenth 
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century, they started to grant extensive areas of lands to Brahmans, temples and 

religious institutions. Such grants all rent free, 81 were of three categories -

Brahmottar or lands given to the Brahmans, Dharmottar, or lands for the support 

of the religious institutions and Devottar2 or lands for the service of the gods 

and temples. Besides, land for mosques or dargahs, or tombs of muslim saints 

and pirs called Pirpal and lands to the sudras called Nankar were also made. 83 

Devottar-Brahmottar grants are dated from the time of Pratap Singha. 84 

y-

Rudra Singha, Siva Singha, Pramatta Singha, Rajeshwar Singha and Gaurinath 

Singha made extensive land grants to temples and Brahmans in Kamrup and 

Darrang. 85 Such grants ofland and pailcs made notably to the Vaishnava religious 

institutions, created by the eighteenth century, a new class of landlords, who as 

spiritual leaders of the people were frrmly entrenched in their power and 

dominance. 

The total area of cultivable revenue free land granted to the religious 

institutions, as estimated by Mills stood in 1854 at 7,75, 468 puras. About 

1884, the Madhava temple at Hajo enjoyed the largest revenue free estate of 

12,650 acres, and Parvatiya Gossain in Kamrup, enjoyed the largest half revenue 

free estate of 41, 172 acres. 86 

Land rights were not saleable. When a paik mortgaged his ga-mati, what 

was mortgaged was his right of cultivation only. Even hereditary landed property

homestead land was unsaleable. In the absence of a proper money economy, 

land could not become a commodity and only rarely were land sales referred to 

as the sale of four puras ofland for Rs. 16.87 The commoners were not allowed 

this right. 88 These references were mostly in Kamrup, than in eastern Assam 
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where land transactions were possible only after the break up of the paik system. 

Products 

Land being the most important element of the economy, agriculture was 

the mainstay of the people of Assam during the period under review. The 

emergence and development of the Ahom kingdom from a small state, had its 

basis on the rice culture which sustained the Ahom state apparatus. Hence, the 

wet-rice culture and its success thereof, was crucial to the state economy. 89 

The Assamese raised three main varieties of rice - ahu, bao and sa/i. Ahu 

and bao were sown broadcast in low lands which remained under water during 

the rainy season, and the paddy grew along with the rise in the water level. 90 Sali 

was the principal crop. Hamilton refers that this variety formed three-fourths 

of the whole crop. 91 The sali seedlings were raised on seedbeds (called 

Kathyata/i) and after maturity transplanted to prepared fields from July to 

September in ropit or rowti (mati) land. Another variety, the borodhan or spring 

rice was also raised. Talish records rice as the staple food of the people.92 Very 

little information is available on the amount of rice produced. A copper plate 

inscription of king Siva Singha ( 173 9) records 48 puras of rupit land assigned 

for the supply of 11 Y2 seers of rice daily to the temple ofDirgeshwari at North 

Guwahati. 93 On this basis and on a very liberal computation, the annual quantity 

of rice supplied from 192 bighas being 105 maunds and 40 seers being a maund, 

the total supply was estimated at 32 seers of husked rice or a maund ofunhusked 

rice. Thus, during the middle of the eighteenth century, the gross produce of the 

unhusked rice may be calculated at 3 maunds per bigha of ropit land in Kamrup. 94 
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Mustard seed as observed by Welsh, was produced in 'great abundance' 

and formed an article of export to Bengal. 95 In the first decade of the nineteenth 

century, Hamilton records that 15,000 maunds of mustard was exported to Bengal 

annually at Rs. 1.33 per maund.96 Sesame, and a variety of pulses like the 

Phaseolux Max called mati mas were produced in considerable quantities for 

consumption. Other varieties like the mug (Phasedus Lim), masur (Lens 

esculants), kola (Lathyrus sativus), barto/amah (Pesum arvense) were also 

cultivated in smaller quantities. 97 In the inscriptions of the period only mati 

mah and mug are mentioned, evidently as offerings to the deities. 

Black pepper was raised to a great extent in places called Jalukbari and 

attracted Mughal traders who tried to obtain it despite trade prohibition. Trade 

with Bengal was nominal, estimated at 50 maunds in 1808-09.98 Chilli (marich) 

which found its way from the New world, and acclimatized to the Indian 

conditions in the 18th century 99 appeared in Assam in the seventeenth century, 

as presents from Mughal Nawabs to the Ahom court. 100 Other varieties of 

seasoning cultivated were ginger, garlic, onion, and turmeric as warm seasoning 

and tamarinds, autengga, amra,jolpai (olive), kamranga and thaikol. Tejpat , 

also mentioned as Badaj by S. Talish, 101 was grown mainly in the hilly tracts. A 

variety of sweet potato (ranga alu) considered most nutritious was cultivated 

in sandy soil. 102 Yams (kath alu), varieties of arum, gourd, melon, cucumber 

were also cultivated. 

Talish observes that the fruits and flowers were common to Bengal, but 

many of the uncommon variety are also available. Papaya, guava, pomegranate 

( dalim ), varieties of plums (panialahs and amlahs) and different kinds oflemons 

and citrus fruits were also grown. Pineapples were large and delicious, mangoes 
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were plentiful but full of worms, jackfruit and oranges were abundant. 103 

Sugarcane, according to Talish, was of white, red and black variety and sweet. 

Hamilton observed that it was eaten fresh; a little juice was converted to gur, 

but no sugar was made. 104 Coconuts were rare according to Talish, but thrived in 

Kamrup according to Haliram.105 Areca nut and betel leaf most widely consumed, 

were abundantly grown. Betel-leafwas most widely grown in Kamrup, Darrang, 

Basa-Dayang and the foothills. Talish, in describing Garhgaon mentions that the 

hazar was occupied only by pan-sellers. 106 The Ahom court had a high official 

designated Tamuli Phukan, to look after the regular supply of areca-nut and 

betel-leaf to the royal palace. 

Tobacco was grown in the region. Records of the medieval period refers 

to a Bengal merchant, who inspite of the prohibition purchased pulses, mustard 

seeds and tobacco leaves ( dhuyapat) at Belsiri or Begsiri near Tezpur in the 

Ahom territory. 107 Welsh and Hamilton reported tobacco cultivation only in lower 

Assam. 

Opium (Kani) was known in Assam since the seventeenth century. 

Chronicles refer that during the Ahom-Mughal conflict, the Mughal commander, 

Ram Singh, sent a packet of poppy-seed to the Ahom general Lac hit, to indicate 

the innumerable number of Mughal soldiers. Earlier references point to the 

importation of opium by the Mughals during their expedition to Assam. Maniram 

Dewan in his petition to Mills has recorded that opium was introduced from 

Bengal and cultivated at Beltola, during the reign of Lakshmi Singha, totally 

invalidating the suggestions of Butler that it was introduced in 1794 in Bengal. 

Welsh himself was a witness to its cultivation in lower Assam. By the nineteenth 

century, opium was extensively cultivated and universally consumed. 108 
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Assam was rich in her forest products. The city of Garhgaon, the Ahom 

capital, was encompassed by bamboo plantations around it for several miles. 109 

Bamboo grew wild, and was cultivated as wen.no Indigo was cultivated in small 

quantities, while lac was extensively cultivated in the hilly areas. In 1808 - 9, 

the export of stick lac to Bengal, amounted to 10,000 maunds at Rs. 3 - 8 per 

maund. In the medieval period Assam was self sufficient. Production was for 

consumption with very little surplus. Industries such as rearing of silk worms 

and production of silk were indigenous to the region. Silk was largely used in 
y 

upper Assam, as the Ahoms were long accustomed to its production and rearing. 111 

Three varieties were produced; muga, used by the people of the middle rank, 

endi or erie, used by the common people and pat silk, worn by the members of 

the royal family and nobility.n2 Two other varieites, the mezangkari and champa 

silk, dressed the higher ranks and members of the Ahom royalty. Hamilton 

records that the four different kinds of silk clothed three-fourths of the people. 113 

Silk, specially, muga was much in demand as an item of export. Cotton which 

was reared mostly by the hill tribes like the Garos, was little used. 

The art of weaving, and spinning was not caste-specific and was universal 

among all castes and classes.n4 However, some professional classes like the 

Tantis, Katanis and Jolas settled at Tantikuchi, Hajo, Sualkuchi, etc. were 

engaged for weaving finer fabrics for the royal family. ns The art of dyeing was 

widely practised in the plains and hills. 116 By the early nineteenth century, foreign 

textiles like kingkhap and Bengal satin, found their way into Assam. 117 

Woodcraft, pottery and brickmaking were thriving industries of the 

medieval period. The wooden palace of Jayadhvaj Singha, in addition to the 

ornately carved bedsteads, stools, sedans and simhasanas or thrones at the satras 
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testifies to the high degree of excellence attained. 118 Brickmaking which was an 

ancient industry, assumed greater importance in the beginning of the eighteenth 

centwy, when the royal palaces at Gargaon and Rangpur, the Ranghar at Sibsagar, 

maidams of the Ahom kings and the temples were built with bricks. The industry 

was under state control, and the commoners were not allowed its use. Pottery 

was carried out by the Kumars using the wheel and the Hiras by hand, making 

earthen articles for daily use. 

Records of the medieval period mentions the existence of mineral reserves 

in the country. Gold was collected from the sand of the several rivers, mostly 

flowing out of the northern mountains. 119 The best gold was collected from the 

Sidang (a tributary of the Subansiri), Kakoi, Kadam, Somdiri, Bhairabe, Jhanji 

and Disoi, the latter two being the purest/20 while the largest quantities came 

from the Barali, Dikrong and Subansiri. 121 The gold washers in Assam variously 

called Sonowals, Bihiyas, Sondhomes, and belonging to the Ahom Kachari, 

Koch and Keot communities, were organised into khels under Phukans and 

Baruas. Talish, mentions that between ten and twelve thousand to twenty-five 

thousand people were engaged in washing gold. The Ahom kings levied exactions 

on the gold washers on their collections. 122 

Gold smithy thrived under royal patronage. Pratap Singha and Rudra Singha 

brought goldsmiths from Koch Behar, and Benaras, organising them into 

functional khels called Sonari, engaged in making jewellery. The royal mint 

which was at work made gold mohars and rupees. 

Other metals in use were iron, silver, copper and brass. Iron found along 

the southern region adjoining the N aga Hills, from Jaypur in the present 
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Dibrugarh district, to Doyang in Golaghat, were also brought down by the Garos, 

Khasis and Jayantias in smaller quantities.123 Extraction and smelting was carried 

on by a class called Lo-Saliyas, who were required to make deposits to the 

royal stores annually. 124 Blacksmithy thrived under the Ahoms, and the Kamars 

made articles of common use like knives, daos etc. and also big war implements, 

like the hiloi, top, and bar top (small and big cannons). 125 Assam did not possess 

silver mines, and the metal was bought by the Khasis and Garos, and from Tibet 

and China in the form of bullion. From the middle of the seventeenth century 
.,-

silver coins came to be minted. Copper and brass were imported from Bengal 

and were used for making household utensils, the former also used for copper

plates for religious endowments and in the building of temples. 126 Brass was 

worked by a class of Muslims called Moriyas. 

Salt, which was very dear to Assam was collected from brine springs near 

Borhat, Nagahat, Jaypur, Namchang and Mohang at the foot of the Naga Hills 

along the Assam border. The springs within the country belonged to the 

Government while those on the border were shared by Assam and the Nagas. 127 

Since the salt collected was inadequate, people used alkaline (khar) prepared 

from dried plantain leaves. 128 A class called Lon-puriyas were engaged in its 

manufacture, carried out in the dry months. 129 Since the beginning of the 18th 

century, Bengal salt became an important item of Assam-Bengal trade. 130 

TRADE 

"The kingdom of Assam is one of the best countries in Asia, for it produces 

all the necessary to life of men and there is no need to go for anything to the 

neighbouring states", remarks Tavemier. 131 According to Shihabuddin Talish 'the 
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hazar road is narrow, and is only occupied by pan sellers', and it was not the 

practice, "to buy any articles of food in the market, and all the inhabitants store 

in their house one year supply of food of all kinds and were under no necessity 

to buy or sale any eatable. 132 These references are indicative of the fact that the 

economy in the medieval period was self-sufficient, and did not necessitate a 

trade or marketing system. The state gave in kind, and also received in kind and 

services. Surplus took the form of labour rent, largely appropriated by the ruling 

class. Moreover most of the consumption needs of the people i.e. food and 
.,. 

clothing, were satisfied within the household itself. Moreover accumulation of 

wealth, beyond one's status was not permissible under the Ahom government. 

However, self-sufficiency in the total sense was a myth. Minimal surplus 

production was necessitated by the scarcity of certain essential items within 

the state. Whatever may have been the form of exchange, a marketing network 

and trade developed, however rudimentary in structure. The minimal surplus was 

exchanged for the scarce items within and outside the state, carefully regulated 

and controlled by the state. 

Early references to trade was found in the Katha-Guru Charita which 

mentions the trading career of one Bhabananda Kalita. 133 Trade on an individual 

or sometimes partnership basis, were carried on in commodities like mustard 

seed, betel leaf, arecanut, ivory, gold, silver, black pepper, salt within the 

country, 134 and also procured from Bengal and Koch Hajo for items obtainable 

within the kingdom. 

The Buran} is refer to the promotion of an internal trade by setting up hats 

or markets, where most of the exchanges took place. Important marketing centres 
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were at Dalauguri and Dikhow (Siu-hum-mong and Siu-klen-mong), Dopdor and 

Borhat (Pratap Singha), Morangi (Siu-tyun-pha), Chakihat and Rajahat (Gadadhar 

Singha), Gobha (Rudra Singha), and Disoi (Rajeshwar Singha), to name a few. 135 

Others hats were at Tamulihat, Sariyahat, Moranhat, Nagahat, Kacharihat, 

Darangihat, Sonapurahat, Dihinghat etc. attributing their nomenclature to the 

goods sold and the places wherein located. 136 

Exchanges for most part were of the surplus produce like betel leaf, areca 
'C 

nut, mustard seed, ginger, earthen-ware, iron-ware, livestock etc., and was 

intralocal on a petty scale, within the limitations of a basically barter and cowrie 

economy. These local hats were generally held weekly or bi-weekly. 137 

An important aspect of the commercial policy of the Ahom rulers, was the 

encouragement extended to the hill tribes for a free intercourse. The markets 

contiguous to the hill areas were generally frequented by the neighbouring hill 

tribes. Important amongst such markets were Sadiya, N agura, Kacharihat near 

Golaghat, Kukuriahat at Borduar in Kamrup near Garo hills, and Ranihat, Sonapur 

and Jayantiapur in the east near the Khasi hills. The Mishmis frequenting the 

market at Sadiya brought lama swords and spears, mishmitita (a vegetable 

poison), gertheana (a vegetable product much esteemed by the natives for its 

peculiar but rather pleasant smell used chiefly for anointing the hair), a little 

musk, deer skins, and some ivo:ry, which they exchanged for glass beads, cloths, 

salt and money. To the same market the Adis (Abors) and Miris brought pepper, 

ginger, munjit, wax and gimcloth, which they exchanged for the plains products. 

The Singphos brought down ivo:ry in considerable quantities. 138 To Kuk:uriahat 

the Garos brought down knives, cotton, salt, procured from Rajahat and Sylhet, 

ivory and iron, in exchange for cattle, goat, rice, tobacco, cloths etc., 139 to the 
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markets at N agora, Kacharihat, and exchanged their hill products like ginger, 

chillies, betel leaf, cotton for the plains rice, muga, eri fabrics, iron, dao,and 

dried fish. 140 In the east the Jayantias at Ranihat and Sonapur, and the Khasis at 

Jayantiapur bartered honey, betel-leaf, oranges, cotton and ivory, and iron 

implements chiefly hoes, for salt, rice, tobacco, dried fish and eri-muga cloths.141 

The trade with the frontier tribes was mainly for consumption and on a 

small scale in perishable commodities. Exchange was on a personal level and 
' 

the medium of exchange was barter. Besides the goods exchanged, slaves brought 

down from the hills were also bought and sold. 142 Some ofthe tribals also acted 

as middleman to the frontier trade as the Abors in the Abor-Assam trade, and 

the Mishmis in the Assam, Tibet, and Chinese trade. 

The hats and the duties levied were urider state supervision. By the 

seventeenth century, the Ahom state had evolved an administrative machinery 

for supervision and sale of commodities in the market. To collect duties and 

control illicit transport of goods, chowkies or chaukies were established.143 

Markets tolls called hatkar were collected by the Hatkhowas at a percentage 

of the price fixed by the king which varied from time to time. King Rajeswar 

Singha abolished the flat rate of hatkar fixed by Pratap Singha, and instead 

different rates were fixed on the value of goods sold. The right of collection 

was farmed out to the Barnas, who paid a part collection to the state. 144 The rest 

was spent in bearing the expenses of the establishment. 145 

In addition to the trade with the hill tribes within, political reasons dictated 

the Ahoms to grant trading rights to the border tribes of Bhutan and Tibet Subject 

to the payment of a nominal tribute in kind, the Deb and Dharma Rajas of Bhutan 
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were allowed strips of land, known as the Duars at Bijni, Chappa-Khamar, 

Chappaguri, Buxa and Gorkola in north Kamrup, and Buriguma and Kalling in 

the district ofDarrang. These Duars formed the gateway of trade, through which 

almost every article of consumption and luxury was procured, directly or 

indirectly. 146 The Wazir (Vzir) Barna who resided at Simaliyabari (Simalabari), 

a days journey from the Darrang Rajas palace controlled the Assam - Bhutan 

trade. The Baruas levied no duties, but received presents, and was the only broker 

employed by the Bhutiyas and Assamese in their transactions. 147 The exports 

from Assam were lac, munjit, silks - muga and endi and dried fish, and the 

Bhutias imported cloths, gold dust, salt, musk, ponies, celebrated Thibet 

Chowries (yak tails) and Chinese silks. The volume of the trade between Bhutan 

and Assam, in 1809, was estimated at two lakhs of rupees (Rs. 2,00,000) per 

annum, even when Assam was in an unsettled state.148 

Trade with Tibet was carried out through the Kariapar Duar. The Tibetan 

merchants brought silver in bullion, rock salt, Tibetan woollens, and Chinese 

silks, yak tails and smoking pipes of Chinese manufacture. 149 These were 

exchanged with the Assamese merchants for rice, tussa (coarse silk cloth), Iron 

lac, buffalo horns, pearls and corals previously imported from Bengal. The 

Monbas and the Khampa Bhutias were the middlemen in the Assam-Tibet trade. 

There also existed commercial relations between China and Ava. The goods 

procured were Chinese silk, lacquered and China ware, lead, copper and silver. 

c;.A. Bruce, the commercial agent at Sadiya reported that 'every particular silver 

used in Assam was imported from China' .150 The intermediaries were the 

Singphos, who purchased the kutcha roop (silver), from the Chinese provinces, 

carrying them on the back of mules. 151 The Mishmis were the intermediaries in 

the trade with Ava. The growth and development of Assam's external trade was 
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facilitated by various routes. Through the Duars or the mountain passes, the 

traffic entered Bhutan and thence to Tibet. M'cosh refers to a route from Sadiya 

to Tibet across the Himalayas and parallel to the Brahmaputra.152 The Patkai 

route starting from Jaypur, passing through the territory of the Singphos, and 

the Patkai tribes reaching Magaung then to Bhamo and to China. 153 

M'Cosh refers to three overland routes from Bengal to Assam. One from 

Murshidabad to Goalpara, the other from Dacca to Goalpara and the third from 

Sylhet to Guwahati via Cherra, Mophlung, Nungkhlow and Ranigaon. It was 

impassable to any land carriage and beast of burden, and extremely difficult at 

all seasons. 154 The usual route was down the river Brahmaputra, via Jennai to 

Syragunge and by the Ganges to Calcutta. During winter, the voyage was to be 

made by the Sundarbans, and it took about a month or more, and from Calcutta 

to Goalpara about eight days. 155 The Brahmaputra was navigable from Bugwah, a 

few miles from Rangpur, to upper Assam about 400 miles. 156 There was free 

communication between the Brahmaputra and the Ganges, and heavily loaded 

boats regularly ply the rivers. 

There was a regular trade between Mughal India and Assam. However the 

Ahom- Mughal conflict (1615 - 81) necessitated a closed door policy, with 

strong vigilance on the entry of people from Bengal side called Bangals to 

Assam. 'No outsider was allowed to acquire a footing in Assam lest he should 

become too influential and disturb the loyalty of the subjects or bring other 

complications' .157 This was the principle followed upto the mid-eighteenth 

century although there were exceptions. 158 Inspite of the closed door policy of 

the Ahom rulers gold, ivory, elephant and agar (aloe-wood), was in great demand 

outside. 'Every year in normal times', wrote Shihabuddin, 'quantities of aloe-
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wood, pepper, spikenard, musk, gold and a variety of silk were offered in 

exchange of salt, saltpetre, sulphur and several other products ofMughal India 

at the Ahom-Mughal checkpost'. 159 

Trade with Bengal was conducted through the Assam or Hadira or Kandahar 

chowky, nearly opposite to Goal para in the Ahom frontier. 160 On the Bengal side, 

Goalpara on the south bank of the Brahmaputra and Jogighopa and Ranga-mati 

on the north bank where the three eastern out-post from where the Bengal 

merchants conducted their trade with Assam. This process received 

encouragement in the open door policy ofRudra Singha, who was very much in 

favour of a regular commercial intercourse between the Shah-Mahajans ofthe 

Mughals and the Barmudois ofthe Ahom kingdom. 161 

The exclusive Assam-Bengal trade was under the monopoly of the Duaria 

Baruas .162 There were seven subordinate custom houses on the banks of the 

rivers that form the boundary, and several on various routes by which the goods 

might pass, but all duties were paid at Kandahar, the others were nearly to prevent 

an illicit transit of goods. The Baruas received and exchanged the goods of the 

Assamese merchants, for the Bengal products and vice versa, and also received 

advances for the delivery of the goods from the Bengal merchants or accepted 

Bengal goods on credit. For his exertions, he levied duties on all exports and 

imports. The collection varied according to the Baruas. Hamilton estimates it 

at Rs. 45,000163 and Maniram (Mills report) at Rs. 64,000 in 1814;164 Welsh 

calculated it at Rs. 90,000 of which Rs. 26,000 was paid to the Raja. 165 There 

was however, constant friction with the Bengal merchants owing to the high 

rates of duties demanded by the Duaria Baruas, the non-fulfilment of their 

contracts or their refusal to carry on trade with particular individuals. 165 The 
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Baruas in collision with corrupt ministers monopolised the salt trade in Assam, 

depriving the Assam Raja of their rightful revenue, and the merchants of a 

legitimate trade. 

The middle of the 18th century, after 1765, saw new beginnings in the 

Assam-Bengal trade. 166 The appointment of Hugh Baille, in 1765, to reside at 

Goalpara, and carry on an inland trade with As~ and the neighbouring countries 

was a positive attempt. 167 Baillies memorials, 168 followed by the Report of George 

Bogle, 169 transformed the trade from an experimental to a practical stage. Bogle 

was of the opinion that, owing to the restrictive policy of the Ahom Rajas, the 

trade mostly by barter and estimated at six to seven lakhs of rupees per annum, 

was not in favour of Bengal. 170 Privileges of free trade and commercial 

intercourse were suggested. With the entry of Daniel Raush, and David Killican 

in 1 781, with exclusive monopoly of the salt trade, the Assam Bengal trade 

passed under the control of the East India Company. Thus, in 1781 Assam 

imported 82,870 maunds of salt, at Rs. 4 per maund; next year it was 40,000 

maunds. The exports were muga, pepper, stick lac, hemp lac, munjit and ivory 

varying according to the home production and situation. 171 During the period of 

disturbances in 1769, the Duaria Baruas by an agreement with Danial Raush, 

monopolised the entire salt trade. This, Welsh, regarded as 'highly injurious to 

the Raja, prejudicial to trade and oppressive to the inhabitants', and reconunended 

trade to be undertaken by the Government of Bengal. 

Gaurinath Singha, agreed to abolish the injudicious system of commerce, 

and entered into a commercial treaty on 28th February 1793.172 By this treaty, it 

was agreed to establish 'a reciprocal and entire liberty of commerce between 

the subjects of Bengal and those of Assam, for all singular goods and 
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merchandize'. To facilitate free intercourse, the merchants were allowed to enter 

into Assam and sell at any place, thus removing the earlier restrictions. A regular 

1 0°/o import and export duties were levied on all articles, 173 to be collected at 

two custom houses, one at Kandahar Chowky and one at Guwahati. Though the 

provisions of the treaty were never implemented, the treaty marked the end of 

state control of trade in Assam. 

Captain Welsh in his exhaustive report furnishing the state of commerce, 

mentions that the abolition of the monopoly stimulated trade with Bengal. The 

collection at Kandahar Chowky was estimated at the sum of Arcott Rs. 12,012, 

- 2 - 9, in the space of nine months ~fter defraying the necessary expenses, and 

the Raja was to receive annually Rs. 12,000 from this source, the overplus used 

to defray the expenses of the detachment. 174 

The composition of the Assam - Bengal trade, has been estimated for the 

first half of the eighteenth century, based on the custom check-post returns of 

1808 - 09.175 The figures in table I, valid in their original magnitudes, for our 

purpose, has been tabulated with a caution that the Moamoria rebellion had 

crippled the Assam economy, and in 1809 the kingdom was not even half as 

populous and prosperous as it had been around 1750. The increase in the variety 

of trade imported to Assam can be attributed to the opening of the Ahom 

Kingdom, owing to on one hand the weakness of the state and on the other the 

intervention of the East India Company in the affairs of the country, after 1783, 

albeit for a short period. 
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Table I : Export I Import 1808 - 09 

Exports Imports 
Commodities Qty Value Commodities Qty Value 

(maunds) (maunds) 

Stick Lac 10,000 Rs.35,000 Sah@ Rs.51/2 35,000 1,92,500 

Muga Silk 66 11,350 Fine Pulse 800 

Cloth 75 17,500 Ghee 100 1,600 

Munjit 

(Indian madder) 500 Sugar 2,000 

Black Pepper 50 500 Stone beads 1,000 

Long Pepper 50 300 Coral 5,000 

Cotton 7000 35,000 Jewel & Pearls 500 

Ivory 6,500 Cutlery and 

Glassware (European) 1,000 

Bell-metal vessels 1,500 Spices 1,000 

Mustard seed 15,000 20,000 Paints 500 

Iron hoes 600 Copper 4,800 

Slaves 2,000 Read lead 1,000 

Thaikol fruit(?) 50 150 English Woollens 2,000 

Tafetas 2,000 

Banares Silk or 

Knikhap 500 

Satin 1,000 

Gold and Silver cloth 1,000 

Shells 1,000 

Muslin 10,000 

Total Rs. 1,30,900 2,28,300 

The balance of seven thousand rupees against Assam was paid in gold from 

the mines, and in silver. The trade surplus, as indicated in the trade pattern , was 

in favour of Bengal. Salt from Bengal much in demand , showed a sharp fall 
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from 100,000 maunds in 1782, to 35,000 in 1808 - 9, and 25,000 in 1824 -

25. 176 This has been attributed to the wholesale depopulation and a crippling of 

the economy, when people used to use alkaline (khar). Moreover, external trade 

was disrupted due to the revival of monopoly of the Duaria Baruas, and the 

indiscriminate manner in which duties were collected at Kandahar. The merchants 

though protected by the permit, and allowed free entry into the interior, the 

troubles and expenses on the way, the difficulties of ready payment, delays and 

vacations at Kandahar, forced them to transact the whole traffic with the Baruas, 
y-

who thus enjoyed exclusive privilege of trade with Bengal. 177 The delays, 

inconsiderate exactions and oppressions impeded trade, resulting in agricultural 

and industrial stagnancy in the province.178 The situation remained unaltered until 

1833, when the Governor General abolished the Kandahar and all chowkies leaving 

the Assam- Bengal trade free. 

Medium of Exchange 

\ "/ 

The econom~~edieval Assam, growth in trade and market leaks gives 

us some information on the medium of exchange. Cowries remained in use in 

the medieval period. 179 Another form of exchange was barter or the exchange of 

commodities and services, which was much in use in the Ahom period. However, 

literary texts refer to the existence of coins of a few early Ahom kings. 180 These 

early coins were not used as media of exchange, but as offerings to the family 

deities and gifts and religious fees to the priests and Brahmans. The first local 

coins, octagonal and in silver appeared with the title of Swarganarain, have 

been attributed to Jayadhvaj Singha (1648- 63). 181 Talish, also mentions gold 

coins stamped with the stamp of the same ruler. The first coins struck bearing 

inscriptions referring to a single year continued upto Gadadhar Singha. Octagonal 
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takas in silver and gold mohars were issued by Chakradhvaj Singha (1663-70) 

and Udayaditya Singha (1670- 73). Rudra Singha (1696- 1714) introduced the 

practice of striking coins annually. From the middle of the seventeenth century, 

the Ahom mint was constantly at work. Talish mentions that copper was not in 

use, 182 however round copper pieces of Brajanath Singha (1818- 19), a much 

later ruler were found. Thus by the early eighteenth century half rupee ( adhali) 

and quarter rupee (siki or maha), silver coins, and by 1750 one eighth of a 

rupee (ad-maha), one sixteenth of a rupee (charatiya)183 were extensively in 

circulation throughout the region. Buranjis make reference to mohar (coins). 

taka, siccarup or rup (rupee),184 kara or kari (cowrie). The legends on the 

coins were Ahom, and later Assamese - Bengali, Nageri and Persian,185 and 

languages Sanskrit, Ahom and Persian, was probably for use not only among the 

Assamese, but also among others. Coins of smaller denomination from the time 

of Rajeswar Singha were probably used for trade with Bengal. Besides Koch 

coins called Narayani and the Kachari and Jayantia coins were also in circulation 

within the kingdom. A copper plate inscription of the year saka 1607, refers to 

the purchase of a women for 8 takas. 186 This can be interpreted to mean that 

coins were used in transactions. In addition copper plate charters dated 1739, 

1743, 1754 A.D. furnished the value of different items of daily use in terms of 

full and fractional units of silver coins. 187 The economic life of the Ahom -

kingdom was gradually used to the employment of coins for commercial 

transactions. The normal standard coinage consisted of silver taka; Gold coins 

were few in number and struck on special occasions. 188 Thus by the nineteenth 

century, changes in the economy and growth in trade, are indicative of an advance 

towards monetization. The rapid increase in money supply, indicated that both 

intra-regional and inter-regional trade and media of exchange were increasing. 
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In summing up, the economy of the medieval period indicates two 

contrasting pictures. On one hand the level of development remained 

inconsiderable. The state control of all aspects of production and distribution, 

prevented growth beyond one's need. The nature of appropriation in labour service 

were not conducive to a fruitful exchange of trade and commerce. The prohibition 

on the entry of foreigners, and when allowed had to transact their business in 

haste and leave, coupled with the less advanced technology, had a restrictive 

influence on the growth of commerce. The economy was also far from being 
y 

monetized. Even as late as 1794, Captain Welsh found salt and opium to be 

more serviceable than money as a means of procuring supplies. Barter and 

cowries were very much in use in general marketing and trade ventures outside 

as well as the rural areas. State control also prevented the growth of powerful 

property holders and also of a powerful trading class. There was also no industrial 

development, and surplus thereof, to facilitate trade in the real sense of the 

term. The growth of urban centres was also negligible. The growth trend of 

population obvious before 1770, was halted and reversed during the next half 

century, resulting in depopulation due to the civil wars ( 1770 - 1809) and the 

Burmese occupation (1817 - 25). Local historians have estimated the mid

eighteenth century population at 2.5 millions. While a census of 1826 following 

British occupation yielded a count of only 7 to 8lakhs, half of this concentrated 

in Kamrup, and only 2% concentrated in the urban centres. 189 In contrast, the 

other picture is one ofbeginnings of a change. The abandonment of the policy 

of isolation since the mid-eighteenth century, were indicative of a progress 

towards modernization. The beginnings of commercial relations, and intercourse 

with the west can also be traced to this period. The breakdown of the paik and 

khel system, and the commutation of labour service for money, and the growth 

oflandlordism, hitherto kept in check by the Ahom state, is the result of change 
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in the state control. The emerging contradiction in the mode of appropriation, 

and the breakdown in the distribution process resulting from it, brought about a 

structural crisis reflected in the civil wars and uprisings. The subsequent internal 

disturbances broke the steel frame of the Ahom economic system. The opening 

of state, the infiltration of the foreigners, and the collapse of the Ahom economic 

structure, were significant changes, marking the end of one phase and the 

beginning of another in the history of Assam. 
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